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Abstract :-Computation offloading in mobile cloud computing means transfer of execution of mobile application in the mobile device to the
virtual mobile device in the Cloud or the Cloudlet. Intensive application like Nqueens puzzle, tower of hanoi when they execute on the
Compute mobile device they consume more time because of the low computational power and limited battery capacity of mobile devices. By
offloading computation to resource rich Cloud, energy consumption on the mobile device can be saved considerably and limitations of mobile
devices can be overcomed. However offloading becomes difficult, when internet connectivity is interrupted due to hostile environment. Hence
we offload compute intensive task from mobile device to resource rich surrogate machines in local network and overcome limitations of mobile
devices when the internet connection is missing.
keywords:-Computation Offloading,Surrogates,Cloud,Nquuens Puzzle,Tower of Hanoi Puzzle.
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I.

Introduction

Smart phones and tablets are the devices
increasingly used by everyone today to perform their day
today activities.
The main point of attraction of them is for gaming and
feature rich applications like voice search. Such demand has
led to the development of new hardware and software
technologies for the mobile devices. Inspite of the
continuous technological improvements, still the mobile
devices faced some of the limitations like computation
capabilities of mobile devices are limited compared to the
computers. These devices are powered by the battery,
which is limited in sense therefore energy constraint has not
been solved satisfactorily also mobile devices are
accompanied by limited memory capacity. To overcome
these potential limitations, it has been suggested to offload
code execution from the mobile node to external machines.
This strategy has many potential advantages:
(i) Reduced application execution time.
(ii) Reduced battery consumption and
(iii) the possibility to execute applications whose resource
demand could exceed the capabilities of mobile nodes.
However, semiconductor and telecommunication
technologies are improving at the faster rate these days, so
high speed Wireless networks of increasing bandwidth allow
these mobile units to connect to external machines through
wireless networks and form complex distributed system.
When these external machines are located in the cloud, It
becomes easy to manage them together,provide them as
utility over the network to tackle large computation
problems.Where cloud computing is emerging technology
which enables on demand network access to a shared pool
of configurable resources (e.g. networks, servers, storage,
applications and services) that can be rapidly provisioned
and released from anywhere anytime in the world. Giving
users the freedom to collaborate from different
locations.Mobile cloud computing intends to utilize the

resource from the cloud to enhance the computing
capability of the mobile device. It helps to overcome the
limitations of mobile devices in particular of the processing
power and data storage. Mobile cloud computing helps to
extend battery life by transferring the execution of compute
intensive application to the cloud. This task is called the
computation offloading. In this technique application can be
adaptively split and parts are offloaded to the cloud. Which
portions of the splited parts of the application are executed
remotely is decided at runtime based on resource and
network availability.
The cloud infrastructure is usually located at far
away distance from the mobile device that can introduce
the network delays or network connection might get
interrupted due to bad weather condition. This affects the
user experience of the application. To overcome this
problem, it has been proposed to use close by servers
(referred to as cloudlets) typically located at the wireless
access points (APs) where mobile nodes connect to so that
they are at just "one hop" distance from the mobile
node.When a mobile user sends service request to the
mobile cloud system, Cloudlet or Cloud can be selected
based on the location of the mobile users.Then one or more
android virtual machines can be allocated based on amount
of computations to be done. Then the process of offloading
can be done.
The paper is organized as follows first we discuss
the related works and common approaches in implementing
the mobile cloud offload architecture.Then in the third part
we discuss the system model of our system.Then in the
fourth part we discuss the architecture of the system.In the
fifth part we discuss the results obtained from experiements
performed. Finally we conclude our paper .
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II.

Related Work

Earlier work in this area is Internet Suspend and
Resume[1] where they move whole VM or OS image
along with the running process. But it faced the problem
of large amount of data to be transferred over the network.
These limitation were overcome in the VM synthesis
approach[7].Where part of VM is send from the mobile to
nearby cloud that already holds base VM of same type.
Then automatic partitioning of application is used in the
Coign[2] to reduce communication cost of partition
components.Where this application is partitioned statically.
This did not provide the better user experience as
application is run in changing environmental conditions so
to overcome the limitations application is partitioned
dynamically by taking various environmental conditions
into account and used in the systems like Clone
Cloud[5].These limitations overcome by partitioning the
application dynamically at binary level by taking various
environmental conditions into account. An analysis is done
offline to decides which binary pieces are to be migrated to
the cloud. MAUI[6] enables fine-grained energy-aware
offloading, provides a graph of program’s methods and
divides those methods into local and remote groups.
Meanwhile it uses online profiling and a history-based
approach to decide whether a method should be executed
remotely. However, it provides a server for each application,
which is inefficient when handling many new applications.
When the cloud is many latency away from the mobile
device it introduced the communication delay. Which
hampered the application performance.So we developed the
computation system which can offload computations to
cloud and cloudlet.
III.

System Model

We have developed computational offloading
system where in mobile device can access wireless access
point to connect to the cloudlet and to cloud through
Internet.
Compute intensive applications are run on the mobile device
and remote virtual machines. The constraints of the mobile
device like limited computational capabilities and battery
power can be overcome by shifting computation to an
infrastructure consisting of . (i) cloudlet i.e. server with
computational capabilities which are located one hope
distance from the mobile device. (ii) convectional remote
cloud accessible over the internet.Since comnunication and
computation aspect play a key role in mobile cloud
computing . we introduce their models in the comming
sections.
3.1. Communication Model
We first introduce the communication model for
our computation offloading system.The wireless access
point can be either wifi access point created through the
hotspot or we can access the wireless network created
through macrocell base station
that manages the
uplink/downlink communications of mobile device users.
We denote

an Є{0,1,00,01,10,11} computation offloading decision of
mobile user. .Specifically, when we have an=0 or 00 or 01
user decides to compute its task locally on the mobile
device. When we have an=1 then the user chooses to offload
the computation to the remote android virtual machine.
Based on the next input it is decided to offload the
computations to cloudlet or cloud. When we have an=10,
the computations are shifted to cloudlet and when we have
an =11, the computations are shifted to cloud.
3.2. Computation Model
We then introduce the computation offloading
model. Where the processing speed of mobile devices can
be enhanced by offloading.The condition to improve
performance can be formulated as below.For this the
program was divided into two parts.One of the parts
executed on the mobile device and other run on the remote
android virtual machine.Let sm be the processing speed of
the mobile device.Suppose W is the amount of computation
for the part executed on the remote machine.The time Tm to
execute offloaded part on the mobile device is
w
Tm= S
............. .......... ..........................(1)
m

Time taken to offload the second part on the remote
d
machine is Bi seconds .Where di
is the input data and B is the bandwidth of the network.
The improvement in the performance is achieved
when execution of second part and time taken to shift
the part is performed faster than the time taken to execute
second part on the mobile device.
Let ss be the speed of the server. The time Ts taken to
offload and execute the second part is
d
W
Ts = Bi + S ........................(2)
s

Offloading improves performance when Equation 1 >
Equation 2:
W
d
W
1
1
d
> Bi + S →w x ( S - S ) > Bi ..(3)
S
m

s

m

s

The above inequality holds when W is large ,Server speed
ss is fast,small amount of data di exchanged , the bandwidth
𝐰
𝐝
B is high.We also conclude that if 𝐒 < 𝐁 𝐢, offloading
𝐦

cannot improve performance
even if server is infinitely fast (i.e. ss→∞ )
Hence the task which are compute intensive (large w) with
light data exchange(small di) should be considered.[4]
3.3. Save Energy
Limited energy is one of the constraints of mobile
devices. Energy is heavily consumed when compute
intensive algorithms are executed on mobile devices. To
overcome this limitation we have to shift the execution of
the compute intensive parts computation to remote android
virtual machine.The following analysis explains the
conditions when offloading saves energy.
Suppose pm is the power required to execute of compute
intensive part on the mobile device.The energy Em required
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to execute the compute intensive task on the mobile device
can be obtained by modifying Equation 1.
w

Em =pm ×

Sm

........................(4)

Let pc be the power required to send data from the mobile
device over the network
and pi be the power consumed during sending the data over
the network and receiving the result.When p c and pi are
substituted in the Equation 2 we obtain Equation 5.
d

W

Es= (pc× Bi ) + (pi× S )...........................(5)
s

Offloading saves energy when Equation 4 > Equation 5.
pm ×
w×(

w
Sm
pm
Sm

> ( pc×
−

pi
𝑆𝑠

di
B

) + ( pi×

) > pc×

di
B

W
Ss

) ...... (6)

............... (7)

From Equations 3 and 7 we conclude that for
offloading to save energy, heavy computation (large w) and
light communication (small di) should be considered.[4]
IV.

Architecture Of The System

The below figure shows the architecture of the
computation offloading system. On the client side if we
want to execute the compute intensive method then it
should be annoted with @Remote.This method invocation
is done via the ExecutionController, which detects if a given
method is a candidate for offloading and handles all the
associated profiling, decision making and communication
with the application server(remote android virtual machine)
without the developer needing to be aware of the details.

4.1.Compiler
The task of compiler is to translate the annotated code to
form suitable for the remote execution because code
executed on cloud is on the x86 hosts while most
smartphone processing is done on the ARM
based
processors.

4.2. Execution Controller
The Execution Controller is program that decides
whether to shift the execution compute intensive algorithm
to remote machine or to allow it to execute it locally on the
mobile device. This decision is made based on the data
collected about the current environment as well as that
learned from past executions. When the compute intensive
method is encounter for the first time to the Execution
Controller for execution so the decision to offload the
method is made based on the environmental parameters
such as network bandwidth. After this when method is
encounter the decision to execute it based on the methods
past execution time and environmental parameters.
4.3. Application Server
When the compute intensive method is offloaded to cloud
the application server handles the execution of the code and
it the container for the Client handler.
4.4. Client Handler
The task of Client handler on the remote side is to register
the application when the new instance of the application
connect to remote android virtual machine. After this it
simply returns the results for the method offloaded for
remote execution.Client handler
also
responds to
application level ping message sent by the Execution
Controller to measure the connection latency.
4.5. Profiling
Profiler are important of the system.They help the system
to make correct decision regarding offloading.They analyse
the environmental conditions and provided necessary data to
decision model.The profilers consists of three parts:
4.5.1. Hardware Profiler
The Hardware Profiler monitors the
device characteristics like CPU,Screen, Wifi and 3G and
feeds the information into decision model which helps
making offloading decision.
4.5.2. Software Profiler

Figure 1: Architecture Of The System

The Software Profiler
monitors number of
parameters concerning progam execution. This information
is recorded using Android Debug API.The information
recorded is as follows Number of instructions executed
,Thread CPU time of the method , Overall execution time of
the method.
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4.5.3. Network profiler
Network profiler monitors network state. The parameters
tracked network profiler are like round trip time (RTT),
network bandwidth. This information is used in decision
making whether to execute the method locally or remotely.
V.

solution.We run the N-Queens on the mobile device and
the cloudlet and on the cloud seperately. for N=1 to N=13.
For N=14 the n queens problem becomes heavily compute
intensive and will take hours to finish on the mobile device,
Therefore computations after n=14 should not to be
offloaded.

Experiemental Evaluation

Table 2 : Execution Time of Nqueens puzzle.

We evaluate our computation offloading system
using three applications. The first application implements
well known nqueens problem.The second application
involves solving the Tower of Hanoi problem. These
applications are choosen because it represents truely
compute intensive problem.
5.1.Setup of Evaluation

Table 1 : Hardware componets of Mobile devices and
Laptop
Hardware
Component
Processor

Memory
WLAN
OS

Android
Milestone
ARM
A8
600MHz

256MB
Wi-Fi
802.11 b/g/n
Android 2.3
Android x86
image.

Laptop
.Intel(R)..Core(TM
)i3-32217U CPU
@1.80 GHz 1.80
GHz.
8GB

Windows 8 (64
bit).
Linux Server (
Ubuntu 12.04
LTS-64 bit).

5.2.Experiement No.-1:
In this experiement we implement the algorithm
that solve the n queens puzzle.
The algorithm find all possible solutions for the given
number of queens N. The algorithm tried all possible
arrangements of queens on the NXN grid so that they don't
conflict horizontally, vertically and diagonally and gave the
solutions.For example. At N = 8, possible arrangements of
eight queens on a 8X8 board, but only 92 solutions. In this
algorithm as more number of queens are used to find
solution much more steps are taken to find all the

The above table 2 shows the time to solve N queens puzzle
on the mobile device, cloudlet, cloud, the number of
solutions for the N-Queens Puzzle, Send time and recieve
time of the puzzle.
30000
Execution Time (ms) →

The hardware we are using in the evaluation is as
follows. A Samsung galaxy android phone
GT-S5360
based on the android platform 2.3 is used in the evaluation.
A Laptop with Intel i3 processors acts as a cloudlet and
android virtual machine
running in the cloud(AWS
EC2)[12] that can handle the offloaded computations.The
details of the hardware components for the mobile device
and laptop are shown in the table.

local

25000

Cloudle
t
Cloud

20000
15000
10000
5000
0
8

9
10 11 12 13
N, Number of Queens →

Figure 2:Execution time of the Nqueens puzzle for 8 ≤ N
≤ 13.
Figure 2 shows the time duration of execution of
the puzzle.From N =8 to
N =13 ,the execution speed
of problem on the local device is acceptable compared with
the remote speed for N=1 to N=9, but after
N =10 , the
remote speed dominates to be the better .With the increase
of the queens number, the local execution time increases
outstandingly, We see in the table 2 above that time taken
to solve the puzzle for N=10, in the cloud and cloudlet is
less than that on the phone. Therefore execution of the
puzzle was shifted on the Cloud or Cloudlet. Cloudlet use
was more efficient way to shift the computation because it
can be reached with one hope latency than Cloud. Which
was at far away from mobile user i.e. many hope latency
away from user. Which required larger network bandwidth
5641
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and more time is consumed for transmission. So the time
taken in transmitting the data to Cloudlet was less compared
to the Cloud and therefore execution on the cloudlet should
be preferred.
5.3. Experiement No.-2:
In this experiement we implement the algorithm
that solve the Tower of Hanoi problem.The input to this
algorithm is number of disks N that are to be moved from
one
rod
to
other
rod.For
example,
In Tower of Hanoi puzzle the rod A with disks stacked on
one above the other in decreasing order. Besides this rod A
there were two other rods B and C. Here the objective was
to move the disk from rod A to rod C using rod B for
intermediate storage. As disk were heavy, they can moved
only one at a time. In addition, at no time can a disk be on
top of smaller disk. The puzzle can be played with any
number of disks, The minimum number of moves required
to solve a Tower of Hanoi puzzle was 2n - 1, where n is the
number of disks
Table 3 : Execution Time of Tower of Hanoi for
15≤N≤22.

The above table 3 shows the time taken to solve the
Tower of Hanoi on the Mobile device, Cloudlet, Cloud ,the
solutions return by the algorithm and send and recieve time
of the puzzle. Here in this experiment we considered
number of disk N from 15≤N≤22. The algorithm was used
to calculate the number of movement of disk made by the
algorithm to solve the problem.

The figure shows the time taken to solve the problem for
executing problem on the Mobile phones, Cloudlet and
Cloud.The execution speed of problem on the local device is
acceptable compared with the remote speed for N=1 to
N=16, but after N =16 , the remote speed dominates to be
the better .With the increase in the number of the disk N, the
local execution time increases outstandingly.When these
problems were executed remotely on more powerful
processors, execution time was less compared to that on the
mobile device. Therefore problem execution was shifted on
the Cloud or Cloudlet. Cloudlet use was more efficient way
to shift the computation because it can be reached with one
hope latency than Cloud. Which was far away from mobile
user i.e. many hope latency away from the user. Which
required larger network bandwidth and more time is
consumed for transmission. So the time taken in transmitting
the data to Cloudlet was less compared to Cloud .
VI.

When compute intensive applications are executed
on the mobile phones user has to face the large response
time which is not acceptable . This execution time can be
reduced through offloading the computation to the remote
android virtual machine.and application response time can
be improved. Energy consumption on the mobile device can
be saved which indicates users can have more battery
time compared to the local execution. If offloading to
cloud is not possible to network connection
interruption.Then offloading can be done with local
surrogates called cloudlet which are at one hop latency
away from mobile device accessible over wifi hotspot.
We extend our work further by parallelizing
application offloaded. By parallelizing the application
offloaded it helps in improving the performance. We also
take help of
multisite offloading to fully use the
capabilities of distributed computing to enhance the
performance of the application.
VII.
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